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This CenturyLink Service Guide (“SG”) sets forth a description of Security Log Monitoring (“Service”) offerings by
CenturyLink, including technical details and additional requirements, if any. This SG is subject to and incorporated
into the Service Agreement and the CenturyLink TS Service Exhibit including the Security Service Schedule between
the parties. The specific details of the Service ordered by Customer will be set forth on the relevant Service Order.
For avoidance of doubt, any references in the Agreement, Schedules, or Service Orders to SSG, will mean SG.
Service offerings in this SG include:
Security Log Monitoring 2.0

Service Description
Security Log Monitoring is a Managed Security Service (“Service”) that provides comprehensive security log traffic
monitoring using both people and technology to analyze and review security log traffic 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
and includes access to a portal for queries, reports, and other Service related activities as detailed herein. This Service
requires the Customer to purchase the components described in Section 1 Foundational Service Components.
Supplemental features can be added for additional fees and are described in Section 1 Component Feature Upgrades.
The Foundational Service Components are designed to meet Customer needs for managed enhanced log monitoring
while the feature upgrades provide the Customer with some choices of flexible pricing options for managed advanced
threat detection and response services. Customer’s use of these Services and access to the portal is also subject to
the Security Log Monitoring Supplemental Terms located at: https://www.ctl.io/legal/security-logmonitoring/supplemental-terms/ and the Security Log Monitoring SLA located at: https://www.ctl.io/legal/security-logmonitoring/sla/.
1.

Foundational Service Components: The Foundational Service Components are the base services detailed in
this Section 1.
1.1.1. Log Collector: CenturyLink’s proprietary software-based log collection appliance (“log collector”) is
used to collect system logs, which are automatically and securely transmitted to CenturyLink’s managed
Security Log Monitoring platform. Table 2.0 provides minimum hardware (i.e. server) requirements. Log
collectors may be:
1.1.1.1. Dedicated, whereby the Customer installs and deploys the log collector on their servers; or
1.1.1.2. Shared, which means log collectors are pre-deployed in CenturyLink managed
environments, and these are multi-tenant log collectors.
Customer will access the collected logs through the Portal. CenturyLink uses industry standard and
known capabilities for parsing to determine the types of logs the log collector looks for. Customers may
request a non-standard log source type, but it is in CenturyLink’s sole determination, and additions may
require an additional fee and additional contractual documents. For Customers who use Microsoft
Windows on their servers, CenturyLink will provide the required software that enables the forwarding of
log sources to the log collector.
1.1.2. Base Rule Set: After collection of logs, a base set of rules, proprietary to CenturyLink, will be applied
to Customers’ relevant log sources as part of this Service. CenturyLink will deploy and maintain a tuned
environment for the generation of meaningful leads from Events of interest derived from the analysis of
logs. Access to a larger set of rules beyond the base set can be purchased at an additional charge as
part of Advanced Monitoring Algorithms listed in Section 2.
1.1.3. Security Log Monitoring Platform (SLM Platform): CenturyLink will grant Customers access to an
automated SLM Platform providing log ingestion, storage of logs, automated analysis of log Events in
near real-time, and Event correlation to detect potential security threats. Logs are encrypted in transit
and at rest. The SLM Platform is located within a CenturyLink managed environment, and Customer
acknowledges and consents that the logs stored within the SLM Platform may be viewed and/or stored
outside of the geographical region in which the Customer is located.
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1.1.4. SLM Portal: Customer may access the log information located in the SLM Platform by accessing the
customer web portal (the “SLM Portal”). The SLM Portal is designed to allow Customers to view and
evaluate ongoing activities related to the Service and includes workflow management capabilities,
reporting audit features, and a search feature that enables Customer access to both raw and correlated
Events processed through the Service (for users with a classification of analyst and above).
1.1.5. Log Backup and Storage: CenturyLink will provide configuration of log backup and storage. Raw logs
will be backed up and stored for a 90-day rolling time period meaning Customers may retrieve backed
up raw logs for the prior 90 days only. Older logs are automatically deleted. This rolling time period is
measured in days, not calendar months. Customers may purchase longer retention periods at an
additional charge by purchasing the Log Retention Upgrade service detailed in Section 2.2.
1.1.6. Log Search and Reporting: The log search and reporting feature permits a Customer to review stored
logs and retrieve historical logs, per the log backup and storage terms, in the SLM Portal for log
metadata which can provide context on threat trends.
1.1.6.1. Log Search: Customers can actively search and view the stored Customer log metadata in the
SLM Portal, however queries run against log metadata and not the raw logs themselves. There
are two log search options available: 1) the standard 90-day search capability; and 2) Customers
may purchase the Trending and Analytics Upgrades service which provides 1 year search
capability. Log search capabilities do not change if a Customer purchases a longer retention
period.
1.1.6.2. Log Report: Customers will be able to generate reports based on stored customer logs in the
SLM Portal.
1.1.6.2.1. Standard reports available on the SLM Portal can be found in Table 3.0 Standard
Reporting.
2.

Component Feature Upgrades: In addition to a Customer’s purchase of the Foundational Service Components
described above and at its option and additional expense, Customer may upgrade the Service with the feature(s)
listed below.
2.1. Security Analytics
2.1.1. Advanced Monitoring Algorithms: Advanced Monitoring Algorithms extends the base algorithms
from foundational service to hundreds of additional rules to be used for correlation and to add context
to logs.
2.1.1.1. Customers may request up to five additional rules per month, and access is provided to
the entire base set of rules to identify Events of interest for the Customer.
2.1.1.2. Any Customer request for highly complex rules or “methods” may be subject to additional
terms and fees.
2.1.1.3. Customers gain the ability to generate their own rules.
2.1.2. Trending and Analytics Upgrade: The Trending and Analytics feature enhances the reporting of
threat intelligence to the Customer with a greater selection of widgets on the SLM Portal. With this
feature, log search functionality is extended from 90 days to one year.
2.2. Log Retention Upgrades: The default 90-day raw log retention may be expanded to 1, 3, 5 or 7 year time
periods for an additional fee, provided however, Customer must be actively purchasing foundational Service
and this upgrade for the entire log retention period and the log search capability remains set at 90 days of
meta data.
2.3. Cloud Security Monitoring (CSM): This feature is provided in partnership with a third party that will collect
system access and logging information on infrastructure and applications from Customer’s cloud providers
(e.g. AWS, Microsoft Azure) and feed threat intelligence into the SLM Platform. By using this feature
Customer consents to the disclosure of the relevant information to CenturyLink’s third-party vendor.
2.4. SOC Monitoring Upgrade: If Customer purchases this upgrade, Customer is responsible for confirming
and/or updating the system defined rules that identify the correlated investigations that will be escalated to
the Customer by phone or email, in accordance with the Service Level Objective (SLO) for SOC Monitoring.
Customer must purchase this upgrade if they purchase the add-on Emergency Response Services described
below.
2.4.1. Missed Notification: If a Customer notifies CenturyLink of an Event of interest that was not detected
during monitoring, and Customer can provide adequate details to allow CenturyLink to detect,
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CenturyLink, in CenturyLink’s sole discretion, will modify the Customer’s monitoring logic to detect that
type of Event going forward. CenturyLink will use commercially reasonable efforts to replicate how
Customer was able to identify the Event as a potential threat, but this is not possible in all cases. This
custom rule will not count against any predefined monthly limits as offered with Advanced Monitoring
Algorithms described above.
2.5. Security Log Monitoring Tuning—Recurring: This add-on service is a managed service that provides for
a remote, but not dedicated, CenturyLink security account manager resource available for a minimum number
of hours as identified on the applicable Service Order. Customer’s purchase of this add-on service constitutes
its acceptance of the additional terms and conditions contained in the Supplemental Terms. The services are
outlined below.
2.5.1. Packaged Activities:
 Configuration Activities:
o Assistance with the configuration of customer log sources such as firewalls and servers,
translation to the right format (Syslog) and Security Log Monitoring log collector.
o Assistance with the creation of custom use cases for Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) monitoring. This activity requires Customer to purchase the
Advanced Monitoring Algorithms upgrade.

Recurring Activities:
o Tune and optimize log volume consistent with Customer’s strategy.
o Assist Customer with threat hunting activities.
o Support IR forensics as necessary in the event of a security Incident.
o Configure and optimize reporting and dashboards to support Customer portal
experience. The reporting activity requires Customer to purchase the Trending &
Analytics upgrade.

o
2.5.2. Additional Customer Responsibilities specific to this add-on service:

Complete an upfront questionnaire that gathers necessary context for the delivery of the service
including but not limited to the following:
o Identifying applicable compliance standards: PCI, HIPPA, and SOX
o Identify any existing log management concerns
o Identify full distribution lists for log alerts and reports
o Identify any business changes that may have near-term impacts on scope of log
management
o Customer must provide access to configurations of log sources that aren’t managed by
CenturyLink
o Customer participation in phone call(s) to discuss intentions with any existing custom
alerts
o Customer participation in phone call(s) to discuss conditions surrounding any excessive
false positive alerts
3.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE SERVICE
In addition to the Foundational and Component Feature Upgrades noted above, Customers who purchase Security
Log Monitoring and the SOC Monitoring upgrade may elect to purchase the Emergency Response Services addon for any Events that may be deemed an Incident, as defined below. Customers make a request to use the
Emergency Response Service by opening a ticket through the SOC and CenturyLink commences the Emergency
Response Service activities. Emergency Response may also be referred to as “Incident Handling” in the applicable
Service Order or other documentation.
The Emergency Response Service is performed by CenturyLink’s vendor, Avertium (any work performed by either
CenturyLink and/or its vendor will collectively be referred to as work provided by “CenturyLink”) in coordination
with Customer stakeholders once Incidents are detected by the SOC leveraging the Security Log Monitoring 2.0
service.
The Emergency Response Service is designed to assist the Customer in restoring normal business service
operations as quickly as possible while minimizing the adverse impact on normal service operations. Emergency
Response Service is not part of the Security Log Monitoring, however Customers who elect not to handle
remediation efforts related to security incidents internally must first purchase Security Log Monitoring with the SOC
Monitoring Upgrade. If a Customer elects to not handle remediation of Incidents internally and instead elects to
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purchase Emergency Response Services from CenturyLink, the charges will be based on the number of hours
required to remediate Incidents; plus any applicable expenses.

3.1 Emergency Response Service Process:


Emergency Response Services are invoked in 2 ways; Customer declares an Incident and desire to
invoke Emergency Response Services by:
1. Stating such in an existing Security Log Monitoring ticket.
2. Creating a new ticket and adding an entry to this effect within.



Customer calls the CenturyLink SOC, noting the ticket, and asks to invoke the Emergency Response
Service.



The Incident Responder will contact the Customer directly in accordance with the SLO to begin
Emergency Response Services.



Emergency Response Services stop when either:
1. Avertium declares the Emergency Response Service conclusion, or
2. Customer chooses to end the Emergency Response Service prematurely and acknowledges
such within the Security Log Monitoring ticket.

As part of the Emergency Response Services, CenturyLink will provide:


Daily Incident update/summary via email to be delivered by 6pm EST.



For Incidents extending longer than one week, a weekly Incident status call to be held between Incident
Responder and Customer.



Incident Report delivered to Customer within five (5) business days of Response Closure.

Phases are Assessment, Containment, Eradication, Recovery.
Emergency Response Phases*
Summary of Activities
Phase 1 - Assessment Phase 2 - Containment
Assist the Customer in their efforts to understand
the scope and impact of the Incident and determine
whether there has been a breach. Remote access
to the Customer environment, collaboration with
Customer technical points of contact, and the
deployment of tools may be required.
Phase 2 - Containment

Provide appropriate advice surrounding
containment to attempt to control and resolve the
Incident. Short term containment may include
isolating the network segment that is under attack.
Longer term containment may include temporary
fixes to allow systems to be used in production,
while rebuilding clean systems.
Remote access to the environment, collaboration
with Customer technical points of contact, and the
deployment of tools may be required.

Phase 3 – Eradication

Advise Customer on how to remove malware from
all affected systems, attempt to identify the root
cause of the attack, and take action designed to
prevent similar attacks in the future.
Remote access to the environment, collaboration
with Customer technical points of contact, and the
deployment of tools may be required.
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Phase 4 - Recovery

Assist the Customer with its efforts to recover from
the Incident. Assist in bringing affected production
systems back online carefully, to prevent additional
attacks. Advise Customer on ways to test, verify
and monitor affected systems to return to normal
activity. Make recommendations that may include
the long term or permanent deployment of security
tools designed to prevent similar security incidents.
Remote access to the environment, collaboration
with Customer technical points of contact, and the
deployment of tools may be required.

* Key assumption: Significant rework of the environment will not be necessary

4.

Standard Roles and Responsibilities: The following section describes the activities performed by CenturyLink
and the Customer in support of the Security Log Monitoring Service. Customer acknowledges and agrees that its
failure to perform its tasks and obligations as set forth herein may result in CenturyLink’s inability to perform the
Services and CenturyLink will not be liable for any failure to perform in the event of Customer’s failure.
4.1. Deployment – CenturyLink Responsibilities
4.1.1. Architecture design review and advice for Log Collector network deployment.
4.1.2. Log Collector configuration to Customer’s network (IP settings, listening services, DB connection
settings). Customer will be required to provide credentials and IP details to the installer. CenturyLink
will perform the configuration.
4.1.3. System testing after install.
4.1.4. Firewall policy suggestions to enable log receipt.
4.1.5. Creation of CenturyLink base build configuration of Windows agent and Unix syslog (including logging
and alert configuration). Solutions may vary by log source type. Application logs are the Customer
responsibility.
4.1.6. CenturyLink will make the SLM Portal available to Customer to:
4.1.6.1. Monitor threat intelligence pertinent to its logs.
4.1.6.2. Monitor security items of interest.
4.1.6.3. Allow customer interaction with CenturyLink security analysts for Incidents and change
requests.
4.1.7. Set device to full monitored status and upon receipt of first actionable logs, billing will commence.
4.2. Deployment – Customer Responsibilities
4.2.1. As necessary to support the log collector deployment, Customer must provide the necessary
hardware, (see Table 2.0), connectivity (see Table 4.0), and is responsible for security precautions at
each Customer site. Customer is responsible for traffic between log source and log collector including
whether such traffic is encrypted.
4.2.2. Customer must provide sufficient system passwords, privileges and access to allow CenturyLink to
install, configure, monitor and modify the Service as may be required.
4.2.3. When a Customer has a dedicated log collector, Customer is responsible for installation of the
dedicated log collector and the level of security required for its systems and information, as well as the
network connectivity necessary to allow the log collector to transmit logs to the SLM Platform.
4.2.4. Contribute to architecture design review and advice for log collector network deployment.
4.2.5. Log collector configuration to Customer’s network (IP settings, listening services, database connection
settings). Customer will be required to provide credentials and IP details to the installer. CenturyLink
will perform the configuration.
4.2.6. Configuration of the Customer equipment to allow for log collection.
4.2.7. Creation of Customer base build configuration for logs.
4.2.8. Provide all required information during initial consultation.
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4.2.9. Customer to configure firewall to allow log collector to receive log files.
4.2.10. Via the SLM Portal:
4.2.10.1.
Monitor threat intelligence pertinent to its logs.
4.2.10.2.
Monitor security items of interest.
4.2.10.3.
Interact with CenturyLink security analysts for Incidents and change requests.
4.2.11. Make required adjustments to their firewall policy as necessary.
4.2.12. Customer is responsible for ensuring that all log data to be used for analysis within SLM, and by
the Emergency Response Service if purchased, is being sent into the platform for secure storage, or
maintained locally for possible analysis in the future.
4.2.13. Customer must declare an Incident in accordance with the process identified above.
4.3. Additional Customer Responsibilities related to Emergency Response Service are:
• Customer will designate an authorized employee as a “project sponsor” who will make all management
decisions with respect to the Incident.
• At the start of the engagement, Customer’s staff will participate in a planning exercise and decision-makers
will officially accept the timeline
• Customer will provide CenturyLink with reasonable access to all individuals, documentation, systems (as
needed) and sites/locations needed to provide the Services.
• Customer project sponsor will communicate with its internal managers and/or vendors as needed to ensure
awareness is raised and support will be provided.
• Desks/cubes, power, network, and telephone access (if required) will be available for CenturyLink and
Avertium employees when they are working at Customer’s facilities.
All Customer responsibilities noted above including reasonable access to all individuals, documentation, systems
(as needed) and sites/locations needed to complete the Emergency Response Service will be provided at the start
of, and throughout, the phases.
At the kickoff meeting, Customer will provide documentation (e.g. control documentation, network diagrams, prior
assessment work) needed to start the assessment phase including lists of key personnel and their contact
information.
4.4. Administration – CenturyLink Responsibilities
4.4.1. All SLM Platform system administration and system passwords will be managed by CenturyLink.
4.4.2. CenturyLink system administrators will perform ongoing configuration to the Event monitoring
technology. This includes both requests that come in from the customer for new correlation rules as
well as CenturyLink developed logic. CenturyLink reserves the right to refuse in its reasonable
discretion correlation rule and configuration changes it deems unnecessary or unsafe for the
monitoring platform.
4.4.3. For Customers who have upgraded to Advanced Algorithms, CenturyLink will create up to 5 custom
correlation rules per month for a Customer by ticketed request.
4.4.3.1. This is restricted to a maximum of 60 unique requests a year. The scope of log parsing is
limited to determining a unique log type, defining an expression (regex) for parsing, configuring
the log ingestion system to parse, and testing for a successful parse.
4.4.3.2. The results will be validated in the SLM Portal to see if the log metadata properly parsed after
the completion of the testing.
4.4.3.3. Customer will allow a minimum of 2 weeks per custom rule request
4.4.4. CenturyLink will review customer logs for parsing accuracy.
4.4.5. CenturyLink will format log data into a CenturyLink standard format.
4.4.5.1. CenturyLink will attempt to map as many fields as possible into a common framework (CEF,
RFC 5424 Syslog, LEEF, etc.).
4.4.5.2. CenturyLink will attempt to resolve Customer formatting issues following the guidelines stated
above and may reject formatting change requests if not viable within its architecture.
4.4.5.3. CenturyLink may request Customer to make changes to source logs formatting for correlation
and analysis to properly function, and Customer consents to make such changes.
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4.4.6. CenturyLink will provide threat intelligence using proprietary information collected off its own corporate
network along with numerous open source intelligence feeds for Customers subscribing to the
Advanced Monitoring Algorithms upgrade.
4.4.6.1. This information is inserted into CenturyLink’s monitoring platform to enhance and improve its
ability to detect security threats.
4.4.7. Customer will use the Log Collector in a machine-readable format and only with the Service.
4.4.8. CenturyLink will oversee the continuous observation of Log Collector health and availability alerts and
or Events that are reported from the Log Collector.
4.4.9. CenturyLink will automatically upgrade log collector software used to provide the Service to the latest
versions in operation for minor revisions. Complex upgrades, as determined by CenturyLink, will
involve Customer coordination and possibly need to be done in a coordinated Customer maintenance
window.
4.5. Administration – Customer Responsibilities
4.5.1. The Customer must request changes by first contacting the SOC via a ticket, email, or phone call.
4.5.2. When requesting changes, the Customer must provide complete authentication credentials to the
SOC when requesting changes.
4.5.3. If logs are not properly formatted in the SLM Portal, a request can be made to resolve the formatting
issue.
4.5.4. Customer must request false positive and correlation rule tuning by sending requests to CenturyLink.
4.5.5. Customer is responsible for investigating the alerts provided to them as part of the Service.
4.5.6. Customer will not instruct or permit any other party to take any actions that would reduce the
effectiveness of the Service, including the log collector, SLM Platform and SLM Portal.
4.5.7. Customer has sole and exclusive responsibility for any sensitive data contained within logs that are
ingested and stored using the Service.
4.5.8. Conduct periodic testing to verify that correlation rules are functioning as expected and to confirm that
the detection policy remains in compliance with customer configuration.
4.5.9. Administration of Customer managed end points for site to site VPN termination.
4.6. Testing – CenturyLink Responsibilities
4.6.1. Verify the correlation rules set include both reviewing the rule set manually and testing whether the
rules work as expected.
4.6.2. Testing that all relevant network connections can be established and maintained from the log
collector.
4.7. Testing – Customer Responsibilities
4.7.1. Customer will not attempt (or instruct others to attempt) any testing, assessment, circumvention or
other evaluation or interference with the Service.
4.8. Maintenance & Support – CenturyLink Responsibilities
4.8.1. Perform necessary patches or code upgrades to software as needed for the monitoring to be up to
date.
4.8.2. Implement various health checks such as pre-set test Event triggering of the log collector sensor to
determine platform availability (24/7) where practical.
4.8.3. Notify Customer via phone and/or email and initiate corrective action in the event that a device fails to
respond.
4.9. Maintenance & Support – Customer Responsibilities
4.9.1. Throughout the Service Term of the Services, the Customer must maintain the appropriate network
connectivity to support the Services and must notify CenturyLink in advance of any network topology or
system changes that may affect CenturyLink’s ability to perform the Services, which may include logging
or the effectiveness of monitoring. Failure to notify CenturyLink of system changes may result in the
inability to monitor traffic or the generation of false alerts. CenturyLink will work with the Customer to
resolve chronic false positives and other nuisance alerts.
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Tables and Appendices
Table 1.0 End State Conditions for Incident Closure
CenturyLink Assessment Team

Customer Management Team

All search / detection measures with
complete no new findings.

Assessment Team reports complete.

Examination tasks have been
completed.

Satisfied with answers to all
investigative questions.

Investigative questions have been
answered determined or
unanswerable.

No new questions.

Table 2.0 Dedicated Log Collector – Customer Provided Hardware Requirements
GB/day (max)

CPU (cores)

RAM (GB)

DISK (GB)

DISK TYPE

100

4

12

125

SSD

250

8

16

275

SSD

500

16

32

525

SSD

1000

32

64

1025

SSD

.

Table 3.0 Standard Reporting for Foundational Monitoring
Report Type

Frequency

Listing of all Customer logs
Listing account log ins to the SLM Portal
Total of traffic by volume
Tickets opened, closed or updated

12 hours, 24 hours, 48 hours, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month,
90 days searchable with the foundational service
components (Up to 1 year searchable with optional
upgraded storage)

List of items of interest
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Table 4.0 Log Collection - Network Connectivity Requirements
Item

Connectivity

Requirement
For both dedicated and shared log collection, Customer is required to maintain always-on
network connectivity to be used by the log collector, as management and alert events are
transmitted to the SLM Platform utilizing a Customer-provided network connection. Dial-up
connection is not sufficient.
Ethernet LAN topology. Customer must provide IP addresses for all network connections to
the log collector, the number of which will be determined by CenturyLink. To avoid
degradation of the Service, Customer must not have sustained bandwidth exceeding rated
capacity of the device

Definitions
“Algorithms” refer to proprietary logic developed and maintained by CenturyLink as rules to generate items of interest
which are meta Events derived from raw logs and security Events. Highly complex rules generated for Customerspecific needs as part of additional Consulting Services are termed “methods”.
“Client Incident Management Plan” or “Plan” is a Customer specific plan that defines how a customer responds to
an Event and Incident, who is contacted, etc. Plans are unique to Customer and must already be established by
Customer prior to commencement of the Emergency Response Service. CenturyLink reserves the right to review and
comment on any pre-existing Plan provided by Customer. If Customer does not have a pre-existing Plan or requests
help from CenturyLink in creating one, such service is out of scope of this Service and may be subject to additional
terms and conditions and costs. Creation of a Plan may occur concurrently with commencing the Emergency Response
Service.
“CSM” refers to an SLM feature of Cloud Security Monitoring wherein system access logs of sanctioned applications
are captured from Customer cloud providers to derive threat intelligence via the SLM Platform.
“Event” means any observable occurrence in a system or network that is not part of the standard operation of a service
and which causes, or may cause, an interruption to, or a reduction in, the quality of that service. Events may be
detected through many different means, including automated detection capabilities such as network-based and hostbased Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS), antivirus software, and log analyzers. Events may also be
detected through manual means, such as problems reported by users. Information collected helps CenturyLink evaluate
the Customer’s environment to determine if the environment (or a portion thereof) has been compromised by malicious
threat actors, typically undetected by the Customer’s already implemented security controls and/or IT security team.
CenturyLink’s Emergency Response Service derives Events from the Security Log Monitoring Service log collection
and alerting features as monitored by the SOC.
“GB” refers to Giga Bytes, which is one billion bytes. This is the computer science interpretation that references 10243
bytes.
“Incident” means a violation or imminent threat of violation of Customer’s security policies, acceptable use policies,
or standard security practices. Events validated through Customer defined criteria become Incidents once confirmed
or declared by Customer and CenturyLink. Declaring an Event an Incident triggers commencement of the Emergency
Response Service more fully described below.
“Incident Report” means the final report describing the results of any investigative or response actions accomplished
in resolving an Incident.
“Incident Responder” means an Avertium resource assigned to handle Customer’s Emergency Response Service in
connection with an Incident.
“Log Collector(s)” or log collectors refer to either the software CenturyLink makes available to Customers as a virtual
log appliance to install on their own platforms, or a multi-tenant or shared log collector that CenturyLink maintains within
its data center environments, for the collection of customer system logs and security Events.
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“Log Source Types” or log source types refer generally to a device, such as a vendor-specific firewall or server, with
a specific operating system version. A single device may require multiple “parsers” to correctly format the log files. For
example, a vendor specific UTM or NextGen firewall, while a single log source type, might require three unique parsers
for firewall logs, malware Events and URL filtering.
“Response Closure” means the cessation of Emergency Response Service, either through Customer
acknowledgement that resolution has been reached, or upon Customer calling an early stop to Emergency Response
Services.
“SLM” stands for Security Log Monitoring and is also referred to as a platform in that it consists of multiple components.
This is the Service described within this document.
“SOC” stands for CenturyLink’s Security Operations Center, also sometimes referred to as GSOC for Global SOC,
and is the operations team of security technicians who monitor and support the SLM Platform.
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